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Transportation is one of the main drivers behind the planning of a city. In Auckland, 
private vehicular transport along with public transport has affected how the city is 
shaped. As part of the ongoing development, Dominion Road has plans to introduce 
a light rail train system by 2026, which will add another mode of transport to the 
area. There will be a variety of precincts to where the stops may be added. The 
precincts that the stops will be located in will be transformed by the additional 
transport route and population growth. Architectural interventions will be needed in 
order for the precinct to progress in parallel with this growth.

The design of the transport hubs in the suburban centres of Dominion road, is 
where different modes of transportation intersect. The aim is to re-design the 
existing buildings, to propose and subtract existing buildings, and create civic 
spaces. Ultimately this project will be dealing with culture and transport which 
will be reflected in the design of the transport hub. The project investigates both 
Mount Roskill and Balmoral to see which has the best potential for growth, and 
which has valued architectural character (historically and aesthetically), as well as 
the transport patterns. Through this analysis Balmoral was chosen as the site of the 
design intervention. Various academic texts have been utilised elating to similar-
sized suburban city environments, and mixed typology precedents. Local examples 
of transport node developments such as Britomart Stations design methods, which 
can be adopted to re-activate public spaces within the Auckland city. Transport 
orientated development theories have been researched, to identify methodologies 
such as pedestrian walkability within the development.

The project results in designing a transport hub which is to be a series of buildings 
that contain housing, commercial, public spaces and mixed-use buildings, that 
can be expected to fit into the existing fabric of the town centre. One significant 
contribution lies in identifying methods and designs that may be adopted into other 
Auckland transport centres to encourage higher density and mixed-use private 
typologies. The ultimate goal of the project is to improve the liveability, travel 
connections for commuters, enhance the quality of public space whilst retaining the 
existing character of the Balmoral precinct. 

Abstract 

Fig. 1: Collage of Balmoral precinct, (Image modified by Author) 7
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Introduction 
Fields of research include culture and transport, which will result in the 
architecture, the transport hub. 

One of the main drivers for the project is transportation: generally, 
transportation may be considered the main driver behind the master 
planning of a city. Narrowing it down a step, localizing this idea to 
Auckland, the addition of private vehicular transport in the 1890s1 
drastically affected how Auckland was developed, resulting in urban sprawl 
and reliance on highways running through the city. This has formed low-
density suburbs that are dependent on cars as the primary means of 
transport. Auckland’s future plans for public transport systems are going 
to be integrated into the existing transport grid according to Auckland 
Transport (A.T.).

Auckland consists of a main central business district (CBD), With smaller 
community local centres such as Ponsonby and Parnell on the outskirts 
of the central area. If we move further out, we get more housing-based 
suburbs such as Avondale and New Lynn. Dominion Road, being a main 
arterial road that connects the CBD to the outer suburbs will be looked at 
specifically, focusing on the new light rail train system that is planned to go 
on it by 2026. 

Culture can be defined as the way that a civilization is formed and acts in 
a given time and place. The result of this in essence is what culture has to 
offer. The two Dominion Road sites, Balmoral and Mount Roskill both have 
an existing fabric, lifestyle, and a population that is dominant in the town 
centre which has been formed by the culture over time. Researching about 
the culture of the given areas become of great importance to the project as 
that will dictate the outcome of the project. 

The project will focus on the design of a transport hub of a major 
intersection on Dominion Road, where different modes of transport are 
evident, such as private cars, buses, light rail trains, bicycles and future 
transportation. The design will re-work existing buildings in the town 
centre, add and subtract buildings, create civic spaces due to the increase 
in population from the proposed light rail stop. 

For any community or town which has been incrementally developed over 
time its urban form is an essential component to analyse - to see how 
an area has grown. Auckland has a similar growth model to American 
suburban cities, with the quarter acre housing as the dominant type. This 
consists of a three to four-bedroom house or bungalow with a big yard in 
the front or back. Town centres are then at set intervals:2  Dominion Road 
is a prime example of this typology. The aim is to figure out and depict the 
built-up form and investigate architectural theories that can be applied and 
what theories can be applied to the given site on Dominion Road, as the 
city increases in size and complexity.

1  Eric Pawson, ‘Cars and the motor industry’, Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, http://www.
TeAra.govt.nz/en/cars-and-the-motor-industry (accessed 28 June 2018)

2  “Suburbs – Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand,” Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand – Te Ara 

Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed November 23, 2018, https://teara.govt.nz/en/suburbs.10 11



Project Outline  

Research Question

How can an architectural intervention transform an Auckland 
suburban Town Centre to integrate public transport and whilst 
accommodate public and private amenities?

How can an architectural intervention transform an 
Auckland suburban town centre to integrate public 
transport whilst accommodate public and private 
amenities?

Fig. 2: Dominion Road Street, 
(Image Author unknown)

The project will find a solution to how Auckland can go about introducing new architectural language into an existing suburban town 
centre, along with the provision to cater for the new light rail train system on Dominion Road. 

There will be a main light stop in both two sites chosen on Dominion Road (Mount Roskill and Balmoral), which will create a population 
influx. 

This will require new architectural elements must be introduced to allow the town centre to caterfor the new functions and added 
population.

Architectural interventions will go in where needed, and architectural character (historically and aesthetically) that is prominent in the 
area will be respected, based on the research outlined in the approach to design. 

Aims & objectives

•	 Create a good pedestrian connection from the tram stop to the intervention created – thus creating pedestrian flow.

•	 Retaining the character of historically significant buildings within the precinct. 

•	 Retain character of the ethnic centre; in which it is flourishing (benefiting and profiting) from. 

•	 Creating buildings within the town centre that extend the functionality of the precinct. 

•	 Fill in the missing gaps in terms of the building functions that are missing, and which are needed, and cater for more functionality.

•	 Create a connection architecturally between the precinct, the new development, and Potters park.

12 13



Scope and limitations

Auckland Transport (A.T.) is re-introducing back in the light-rail system into 
Dominion road by 2026. The two sites explored Mount Roskill intersection 
and Balmoral Intersection is where different modes of transport will diverge. 

Mount Roskill

A south-central suburb of Auckland, that is connected to the central city 
through Dominion road. One of the possibilities for a transport hub could be 
the intersection of Mount Albert Road and Dominion Road, informally known 
as “Roskill shops”. 

Balmoral

At the intersection of Balmoral road and Dominion Road, a site where there 
is existing character (historically and aesthetically), and having commercial 
amenities, informally known as “China town”.

The reason for choosing these as possible sites is because both are major 
intersections of transport systems, such as cars, buses, future light-rail 
trains, and bicycles. Further research to pick a site will require more in-
depth analysis. Research will require to study foot traffic patterns in the 
area, which will measure the publicity aspect, and determine the number 
of people using the precinct during the day and night. This will aid in the 
validity of the chosen site. The architectural response will bring more 
prosperity and accommodate the future higher density. 

The Project entails initially looking at both sites on Dominion Road, and 
figuring out by program analysis, encompassing the following questions. 

•	 What are the principle features of the existing precinct ?

•	 What function is lacking in the precinct? 

•	 Which site has the most potential for population growth? Does the 
site allow for development? 

•	 Which site calls for the attention to re-design to accommodate the 
changes?

Once a site is chosen, the project will address what the precinct needs in 
terms of an architectural intervention to further promote population growth 
within the precinct.

The projects form and programme will result in designing a transport hub 
which will be a series of whose different sized functions which will include.

•	 Housing

•	 Commercial spaces

•	 Public amenities that include, public open spaces, civic buildings, 
parking for modes of transport (cars, bikes, scooters,

•	 Mixed-use buildings

Design programs will be based on the existing fabric of the town centres 
requirements to function as a transport hub and destination. Importance of 
individual buildings will be measured on a scale of historical significance, 
programmatic sensibility, and the identity it has to the town centre.

Architectural Factors 

Character of buildings and Materiality

The architectural response will respect historically significant and buildings 
that are place markers t the neighbourhood. These buildings will be analysed 
so that the proposed buildings have no negative effect on the character of 
the existing building, the function, and its role in the precinct. Materiality of 
new buildings in the town centre will respond to materials within the site, 
materials will aim to not be destructive to the context. No specific material 
is preferred at this preliminary stage of the project, but materials that 
complement the context will be chosen.

Building amount and scale 

The proposal will consist of multiple buildings numbering anywhere from 
two to five. The outcome for this design proposal is that it could be used 
in the real world. Therefore, the density of the buildings will not exceed 
the medium-density scale and will respect the building heights used in the 
context. 

Capacity for growth 

The light rail stop will result in a more populated town centre. The 
architecture will facilitate this growth by adding and subtracting buildings 
based on the research outlined above. The focus here becomes, as the town 
centre grows, what is needed to facilitate this growth?

Regulations

As the outcome is intended to be sensible and practical, a design that can be 
considered in the real-world application. For Dominion Road, The Auckland 
Unitary Plan is the current regulation for the sites planning and building, it 
has been active since 2016.

The Unitary Plan will be used as the initial guide to the rulings and but will 
not limit the design. International regulations for cities of similar context 
and size will be researched, to result in looking at examples with similar 
contextual conditions.

State of knowledge

Theories and ideologies that have emerged over time 
provide examples of developments that already exist both 
internationally and nationally. These examples are placed 
in similar contextual conditions to what the research 
question proposes. 

The two important ideas to the research question are 

•	 The transit orientated development theories;

•	 Cultural importance of the site.

Transit orientated development

Transit orientated development (TOD) is a set of ideas 
and guidelines that are for developing a given area in a 
city that has both public transport and private transport 
running through it. The theory in its basic principle is 
high density development occurring in its transport 
corridors, and intersections of different transport 
systems.

There are a few urban planners and architects that 
are situated in similar context as Auckland, such as 
Melbourne. The research project will further investigate 
Kim Dovey’s ideas on intensification and Rob Adams 
principles on creating a good street resulting in a good 
city.

Culture of Dominion road

Any given area always has a character and demography 
that shapes the culture experienced, Dominion road has 
a significant ethnic precinct which include the variety of 
functions that are along it. The variety in ethnicity of the 
street will be looked at closely in the chosen site.

Methodology

Research will be conducted to create an understanding 
of Auckland’s intensification and what the current 
development strategies are to aid this growth, 
specifically transport. Auckland Transport have plans 
for its Transport corridor development. The project 
chooses to focus on the suburban scale. The Project 
focuses on Dominion road specifically and its transport 
patterns, zooming in on two specific suburbs and their 
precincts that are located on Dominion road, Balmoral, 
and Mount Roskill. Site research will be conducted 
to choose an appropriate site that has proximity to a 
transit system and contains the size and capacity for 
the precinct to develop into a project that aims to:  
create an architectural language that can bridge the gap 
between developing Auckland’s suburbs that have been 
accustomed to low density development. 

The design outcome will be determined by analysing the 
site for its qualities, what is required for it to be better, 
and what aspect of the site is important to its fabric. 
Research on literature and precedents will be done 
to create a bank of information that shows that cities 
and suburbs of a similar scale have developed or are 
developing to cater for growth and denser populations. 
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Contextual Background
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Auckland: the growing city  

Auckland is undergoing significant development, to cater for the population growth experienced now, and be driven to meet the needs of the growth that is likely to 
come later. Auckland is at the stage of experiencing similar growth trends as other major Australasian cities like Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane. There are multiple 
large-scale projects happening in Auckland, such as the Newmarket mall expansion, Downtown Commercial Bay changes, the City Rail Link and many more.3 The 
demand for more amenities, housing and commercial facilities is needed, as the cities progression is increasing towards the predicted growth. The Auckland Unitary 
plan has been put into action since the year of 2016, this plan allows for denser developments and has more freedom in planning, than its predecessor the district 
plans.

Focusing on transport advancement, Auckland Transport has a ten-year plans to expand its grid and systems, for the years of 2026, 2036, and 2041. The City Rail link is 
a major underground tunnel project that will run through about three kilometres within Central Auckland. It consists of a twin tunnel that will be 42 meters below the 
Auckland city centre. The major advantage of the development is that it turns the single rail system into a twin-capacity rail system, which results in significant increase 
in capacity.4 This is one of the main projects that is currently planned for Auckland. The future plan for the transport grid of Auckland will have dramatic changes to it 
in the next 10 to 30 years which will change the fabric of Auckland. Auckland is going through a substantial period of population growth where the current population, 
which is 1.6 million, will increase to about 2.5 million by the years of 2041.5

The Transport grid is going to expand in numerous areas of Auckland, and introduce a new mode of transport, the light-rail system. Its predecessor, the tram used to be 
a part of the central transport line but was later removed in the 1950s due to vehicular transportation being prioritised.6 The Proposed Light-rail network will start at 
the CBD, city rail link station travelling through Dominion Road, Onehunga, and Mangere with its final stop at the Auckland Airport. The Auckland Transport Alignment 
Project (ATAP) has scheduled for this to be constructed between the years of 2018-2028.7 Dominion Road; is the main arterial road that connects Auckland City centre 
to the south-central suburbs of the city providing connections to these suburbs whilst servicing a heavy traffic flow in both peak and non-peak hours.

3  “Major Planned Auckland Building Projects,” Interest.co.nz, last modified July 8, 2019, https://www.interest.co.nz/property/major-auckland-projects.

4  CRL limited, City Rail Link, accessed September 26, 2019, https://www.cityraillink.co.nz/.

5  Auckland Council, “What Will Auckland Look Like in the Future?” Auckland Council, accessed September 3, 2019, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policies-reports-bylaws...

6   “Balmoral Sandringham heritage walks,” Auckland Council, accessed July 23, 2019, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/arts-culture-heritage/heritage-walks-places/Documents/balmoral-sandringham-heritage-walks.pdf.

7  Auckland Transport, “Light Rail,” Auckland Transport, accessed September 3, 2019, https://at.govt.nz/projects-roadworks/light-rail/.

Dominion Road history/historical tram centre stop, and Balmoral  

Dominion road is divided in precincts that have been developed overtime because of the older tram stops occurring in approximately one to two-kilometre ranges. This has 
formed different precincts along the road with denser developments. The densest precincts are in Mount Eden, Balmoral and Mount Roskill. The distances from the Auckland 
CBD to Mount Eden is about 3 km, to Balmoral is about 4 km, and to Mount Roskill is about 6 km.8 The research proposal investigates Balmoral and Mount Roskill town 
centres as potential stops for the light-rail due to established population. Suburbs like these need development due to the likely population demand they will face in future. 
Smaller suburban town centres need to better cater for Auckland’s population growth, to create a more efficient and sustainable city. Mount Eden is excluded from the project 
investigation as it already has dense developments undertaken because of locality to the city centre.

Like some areas of Auckland, Mount Roskill was an area of swamp in its past, as well as quarries and scrubland. The township was initially developed in the 1950s as a 
major state housing suburb which was surrounded by low-cost private homes in the suburbs like Blockhouse Bay, Lynfield and Three Kings.9 In Waikowhai and Hillsborough 
neighbouring larger homes are located.10 In the early years, Mount Roskill had the name of ‘the bible belt’, inhabitants being renowned for taking up Christian faith, due to 
the number of churches giving them guidance in life topics such as alcohol and family values.11 The present Mount Roskill is now one of the most multi-cultural precincts in 
Auckland with people from many different cultures and religions.12

The town centre is located on the intersection of Mount Albert Road and Dominion Road, the shops and tenancies are dispersed in the 200-metre range throughout the northern 
side, and the area has a range of amenities. This centre used to thrive with a high population in day time but since the recent inception of the Stoddard Road complex the area 
has gone through a decline. Many tenancies are in a process of frequent change since the Stoddard Road complex, for example the relocation of the ASB branch.13 There is a 
major bus stop, but many shops have been vacant for periods of 6 months and longer. The precincts customers have now shifted to the Stoddard Road Complex, which largely 
explains why there is no growth in recent times. The Balmoral site has potential for growth, and therefore is selected to be the focus of this research study. 

8  “Auckland CBD,” Auckland CBD, accessed September 26, 2019, https://www.google.com/maps/place/Auckland+CBD,+Auckland+1010.

9  “11. – Auckland Places – Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand,” Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand – Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed September 26, 2019, https://teara.govt.nz/en/auckland-places/page-11.

10  “11. – Auckland Places “

11  Jade Reidy and Auckland. City Council, Not Just Passing Through: The Making of Mt Roskill (2007), 9.

12  “United, the World in a Suburb,” NZ Herald, last modified August 22, 2014, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11313033&fbclid=IwAR1NmImNZszdpIiikTnAMtsNtJ4M3ztfdQa3uovwB5IusPKNNzK2h_b_kEo.

13  “ASB Opens New Branch on Stoddard Road Mt Roskill,” Indiannewslink.co.nz, last modified April 13, 2017, http://www.indiannewslink.co.nz/asb-opens-new-branch-on-stoddard-road-mt-roskill/.

Fig. 3: Dominion Road plan, (Image by Author)
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Balmoral Town centre

Balmoral town centre was established in the 1920s, buildings constructed within that time proved to be successful. In the 1870s the 
township was primarily owned by three people Donald McNaughton, James Paice and William Brown. In the later years of 1907 to 1920, 
the outer suburbs of Balmoral established as residential sites because of the rapid growth in population south of Auckland city centre.14  
 
Timeline of Balmoral Precinct 

•	 By 1912 the shopping centre has expanded with a baker, grocer, chemist and drapers. The oldest building remaining from this 
period is 594 – 596 Dominion Road, Established in 1917;

•	 In 1916 Potters Park was gifted to the residents and children, officially opened to public in 1921;

•	 In 1920s the electric trams had extended to Halston road, along with another major construction period where new retail 
buildings were established such as the post office and the Capitol Theatre;

•	 In c1935 a local businessmen’s association was formed due to the rapid development in the 1920s. This had achieved the 
communities first lighting scheme along dominion road for the commercial areas, which is later replaced in 1953; 

•	 In 1954 the tram tracks were removed, along with a new planning requirement the all buildings must be set seven feet from the 
road;

•	 In 1957 Mount Eden War Memorial Hall was built along with numerous schools and churches in the area;

•	 In 1968 Super Value opened a supermarket in the main intersection, described as Auckland’s latest mall typology at the time;

•	 In 1991 building occupied as Super Value was transformed to be a branch of the warehouse.15

This growth was due to the function of Dominion Road as the principal north and south arterial road and the tramway located in the 
centre of the Isthmus. A border township has been formed due to the proximity of Balmoral to other densely settled suburbs such as 
Mount Eden, Mount Roskill, and Mount Albert, it is now more of a destination then a thoroughfare. This has happened because of various 
ethnicities forming food related businesses over time making it a favourable destination for multi-ethnic cuisine. 

Balmoral has gone through extensive changes through its years of development, from being a largely European settlement to now being 
one of the major ethnic precincts of Auckland. 

14  “Auckland Council.”9. 

15  “Auckland Council.”9.

Fig. 4: Potters park, (Image by Author)
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Transport, parking, public transport (Proposed light-rail system)   

The mode of transport becomes an essential factor to future useablity 
while playing a factor in the functionality of the design. The general 
public that visits have different types of transportation, and because 
Dominion Road is a main arterial road, Balmoral is where different 
suburbs meet, making it a convenient and a central area. The occupants 
are what make the businesses thrive along with more investment and 
development in Balmoral. Transportation and accessibility have a close 
link: the mode of transport used to get to the site, and what future 
transport options are will shape the development as it regenerates the 
precinct.

The report by AC includes data to determine statistics that show the 
different mode of transport. Currently, 57 per cent of the users of the site 
are by car,16 other ways of transportation will increase and must be taken 
into consideration for the future along with public transport (Proposed 
Light-rail system). This figure directly shows the importance cars have 
been given on the site, and AC has plans to improve the parking in 
the precinct. Transportation such as cars, bikes, and scooters that are 
used through vehicle sharing apps will increase further in the future. 
If we look at the last five years, there has been a dramatic increase in 
the use of them, and this will keep growing in the future as Auckland’s 
population grows. Places such as the Balmoral precinct will have higher 
amounts of this type of transportation coming to it, as it is a destination 
and further development reinforces this idea.  

The Transport Sharing applications include cars/scooters (electrical 
and non-electrical)/bike sharing apps. Vehicle sharing applications have 
made a big hit to the industry of private-public transport, especially the 
taxi industry. All these will have to be taken into consideration when 
developing the Balmoral precinct. Where these different vehicles are 
parked, stored and as well as where they come and go, a pickup and drop 
off zone.

As the research project is dealing with Auckland transports plan to 
introduce a light rail system on Dominion road, Balmoral highlighted as 
one of the stops in the maps published on the transport blog, Greater 
Auckland.17 The town centre was historically developed due to the 
Auckland Electric Tramline stop, initially located in balmoral in 1902,18 
but was later discontinued in the 1950s as private car infrastructure got 
given importance.

16  Carina Meares et al., “Ethnic Precincts in Auckland: Understanding the Role and Function of 

the Balmoral Shops,” Auckland Council, accessed May 10, 2019, http://knowledgeauckland.org.nz/assets/
publications/TR2015-015-Ethnic-precincts-in-Auckland-understanding-the-role-and-function-of-the-Bal-
moral-shops.pdf.10.

17  Matt L, “A History of the Light Rail Project,” Greater Auckland, last modified December 5, 2018, 
https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2018/12/06/a-brief-history-of-the-light-rail-project/.

18  Meares, “ Ethnic Precincts in Auckland.”35.

This new transport system will force a change on Dominion road. The 
Research project is aiming to investigate what needs to happen to 
transport patterns within the Balmoral precinct, as well as pedestrian 
traffic within the area.

Dominion road, slow zone or not? 

A larger amount of pedestrian to any of the given light rail 
stops, this research project is dealing with, Balmoral. There 
are two ways to deal with the pedestrian connection from one 
side of the street to the other.

Ramp the road

A safe zone for the pedestrian crossing the way, as well as 
exiting the light-rail, this safe zone will have a timed crossing 
for when the light-rail arrives at the stop, where the lights 
prioritise the light rail and cars stop. The road itself rises in 
height into a higher platform, the speed for cars will reduce to 
half the pace, and pedestrian crossing would extend in width, 
therefore, making it safer for people to cross the road.

We are dealing with the issue of crossing the street if 
proposed this way but extending other matters to do with 
the intersection. At present the intersections peak hours is 
congested with toe to toe traffic. Now if we were to introduce 
a raised road with a slow zone with added crossing frequency 
due to the light rail system, this would further congest the 
road and traffic in that area will become worse.

Build a platform

Another way of tackling the issue of people crossing the 
road can be, a bridge proposed which raises from the street 
level significantly so that it is running above the road traffic, 
funnelling people from either side of the road. This design 
strategy can deal with the issue of crossing the street whilst 
adding no further traffic congestion. 

The Design iterations will go through how this Ramp/Bridge 
can be intertwined in the design while putting primary 
consideration as to how the integrated to the ground, in terms 
of pedestrian flow and surrounding buildings new (proposed 
buildings) and old (Capitol Cinema) functions.

Fig. 5: Auckland Transport 2026 schematic, (Image by Auckland Council)

Fig. 6: Historical tram line, (Image Author unknown)

Fig. 7: Initial concept sketch, (Image by Author)
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The following review will go through various texts on topic of the suburban city is. This research aims to discover how other cities 
similar in size to Auckland have gone about designing these transport hubs which explore this idea of mixed-use spaces, what Auckland 
has currently going on is mostly in its infrastructure development, Ernst Plischke’s designs for the Tamaki planning project in Auckland 
and Britomart emerging as the major transport interchange of Auckland.

In the book Density is home: housing by a+t Research group, the section on The Dispersed City discusses the suburban model, focusing 
on the positive and negative impacts it has on the land. Positives include the low cost of converting agricultural land in a low-density 
habitat, and the safety the suburban model offers people, allowing private garden and detached houses. The negative impacts include 
unsustainability, creating an “archipelago of bland fragments”, and a lack of diversity that requires expensive infrastructure. The authors 
are interested in these low-density areas as they introduce collective housing projects which are higher density than the contextual 
housing projects, and non-residential uses which act as meeting points.19

19  Aurora F. Per, Javier Mozas, and Javier Arpa, Density is Home (Printing Impression, 2011), 34.

Initial precedents & literature 
view 
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8 house by Bjarke Ingels Group (B.I.G.).

Several mixed complexes are discussed. One example the 8 House by Bjarke Ingels Group (B.I.G.) located in Orestad, Copenhagen, 
Denmark. The building introduces offices and shops on the lower level of a large housing building, allowing them presence to the street 
front. All dwellings face both the country side and the inside of the courtyard, with a variety of different housing typologies, totalling at 
476 units.20

The building is a simple system of porticoes laid out to create two public courtyards forming the eight shape on plan. The green roofs 
form allows fresh air to enter to the courtyard, and because it is south facing it also allows sunlight into the courtyards .21

8 House paths allow for pedestrians and bikes, which ramp up from the ground floor, passing the various terraced houses at different 
levels. Public spaces are concentrated on the ground floor, strengthening the social life and allowing spontaneous meetings and 
interaction between neighbours.22 This project will influence in the design of mixed-use areas of the transport hub. The courtyard 
formation used in the design may be translated to the climate of Auckland to allow for passive lighting in the public spaces of the design 
project. 

20  Per, Mozas, and Arpa, Density is home, 118.
21  Per, Mozas, and Arpa, Density is home, 118 -120
22  Per, Mozas, and Arpa, Density is home, 118 -120

Fig. 8: Site location plan of 8 house complex, (Image modified by Author)

Fig. 9: Connecting ramp at 8 house, 
(Image by Bjarke Ingels Group)

Fig. 10: Entry perspective showing form, 
(Image by Bjarke Ingels Group)
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Mixed-use building at Kalkbreite, Zurich by Muller Sigrist Architects 

The residential and commercial building in Kalkbreite, Zurich by Muller Sigrist Architects, introduces a 
mixed-use project above a light rail train station also functioning as the collection points for the trains. It is 
a busy junction, with two other train lines that run perpendicular to the complex.23

The building is comprised of 88 housing units, with shared outdoor living spaces wrapped around as a 
walkway in a ring formation. On ground level the main courtyard is shared with the public. This building 
creates a new urban centre, and creates job opportunities such as hospitality catering, and retail space for 
up to 200 people. 24 

The mixed-use building in Kalkbreite, at the medium-density scale in a busy junction is in a similar context 
to this design project. This research project is intending to increase the density of the town centre, including 
commercial architecture as Kalkbreite precedent does. The commercial architecture which is functional 
during day and night helps by keeping the public sector active, and maintains passive surveillance and 
safety. 

23  Müller Sigrist Architects, “Wohn- Und Gewerbesiedlung Kalkbreite, Zürich,” Müller Sigrist Architekten, ac-
cessed May 22, 2018, http://www.muellersigrist.ch/arbeiten/bauten/wohn-und-gewerbesiedlung-kalkbreite-zuerich/.
24  Müller Sigrist Architects, “ Wohn- Und Gewerbesiedlung.”
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Showing the different 
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kilometer radius from the 
Mixed-use building that is 
the focus of this precedents 
study. 

Fig. 11: Site plan of Mixed-use building, (Image by Muller Sigrist)

Fig. 12: Courtyard photograph, (Image by Muller Sigrist) Fig. 13: Road-side photography, (Image by Muller Sigrist)

Fig. 14: Amenity plan of Kalkbreite district, (Image by Author)
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Ernst Plischke’s design Strategies 

Ernst Plischke, A Viennese architect who came as a refugee from Nazi Europe in 1939, starting his career in Austria. Plischke lived in 
New Zealand for 24 years.25 He worked for the Department of Housing Construction under Gordon Wilson. In the years between 1939 to 
194726, he designed six new urban district centers. Unfortunately, none of the designs were constructed but instead were looked upon as 
planning guidelines. Out of the six, the designs for Nae Nae (Lower hut, Wellington) and the Tamaki Planning project were based around 
transport nodes. The Tamaki planning project was made to serve a population of 30,000 people, the plan included shopping centre, a 
community centre, and a multi-story housing unit27which was to be linked to the train station. 

This is a major project that the research project will take into account, and adapt the methods used in the design stage. Plischke’s main 
attempt in the Tamaki planning project was to increase the density, as the suburban areas were lacking in urban density.28 Understanding 
and employing the tactics used by Plischke’s plan can be beneficial to the design stage of this research project.

25  “Ernst Plischke and the Design of Urban New Zealand, 1939–47,” Journal of Urban Design 19:5, 682-699.
26  August Sarnitz, and Eva B. Ottillinger. Ernst Plischke: Modern Architecture of the New World, The Complete Works (New York: Prestel Pub-
lishing 2004), 140
27  Sarnitz and Ottillinger. Ernst Plischke, 153
28  Sarnitz and Ottillinger. Ernst Plischke, 153

When looking at the Tamaki plan specifically being the most prominent 
one out of the plans he had produced for the housing department.

Tamaki was controversial in the early 1940s because it was so big: It 
was intended to have a population of 30,000,29 As part of the 2001 New 
Zealand census, it is recorded there is 4263 people. 

Reginald Hammond’s garden city-type arrangement of concentric 
crescents were used in the areas such as Coates Crescent. In 1944, 
Plischke’s Tamaki plans had a series of reserves and walkways for 
pedestrians that has been retained at present, buildings that went in 
were selected by the government that had imported houses, multi-units, 
duplexes and housing for single people. 
29  The University of Auckland Library, “2010 Block Digital State Hous-
ing,” The University of Auckland Library, accessed March 11, 2019, http://
www.architecture-archive.auckland.ac.nz/docs/block-digital/2010-Block-Digi-
tal-State-Housing.pdf.

Fig. 15: Ernst Plischke’s Tamaki Plan, (Image by Ernst Plischke)

Fig. 16: Ernst Plischke’s Tamaki Plan, 
(Image by Ernst Plischke)

Fig. 17: Plan of Glen Innes, (Image from 
google maps, modified by Author)
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Britomart Train station 

Britomart is the major transport interchange in Auckland, located in the Auckland city has been incrementally designed by Cheshire 
Architects, Jasmax, and developed by Cooper and Company. It has a mixture of development ranging from various commercial business 
that both function at daytime and activate the area at night time.30 This aspect of Britomart becomes a big reason to why it is a successful 
public space, being populated throughout the day and night, giving people assurance of security.

There are several types of spaces in that Britomart is divided into, with the built form conforming to gridded axes where the circulation 
is a rigid pattern. This pattern directs the pedestrians to commercial spaces outside the main train station, which creates foot traffic in 
the commercial spaces. This design technique can be implemented and is useful when considering the design of this research project. 

30  Cheshire Architects, “Britomart : Cheshire Architects,” Cheshire Architects, accessed September 29, 2019, 
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Fig. 18: Isometric sketch of Britomart, (Image by Author)

Fig. 19: Britomart laneway view 1, (Image by Chesire Architects)

Fig. 20: Britomart laneway view 2, 
(image by Chesire Architects)

Fig. 21: Master plan analysis, (Image from Google maps, modified by Author)
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“The city of privilege”, article by Mark Southcombe 

The 19th Century proved to us that private sector housing does not work to create an equal living standard for all classes of people, resulting 
in a poor lifestyle and overcrowded conditions for many in lower income groups.31  The increase in urban populations in Europe during the 
industrial revolution caused a shortage in housing, New Zealand is currently dealing with a similar issue of housing availability due to the lack 
of social housing projects and lack of housing that can be affordable for the lower-middle income demographic.32 Medium-to-low income earners 
are not able to self-sustain a house mortgage. The average rent for a three-bedroom house in Auckland now costs about sixty-five percent of the 
average income, although the global maximum percentage is thirty percent. This is resulting in people subletting, causing overcrowd situations 
and being also resulting in homelessness. This doesn’t simply become an issue of the supply of homes, it is an issue of housing affordability. 
Many of Auckland’s population that are of the lower and medium based incomes are moving away or buying homes out of city just so they are 
able to afford a better quality of life, this demographic includes families.33

Mark Southcombe, a senior lecturer of Victoria University of Wellington’s School of Architecture wrote an article outlining how we can use 
International Schemes of Urban Housing to tackle the housing affordability crisis in New Zealand. 

London has layouts that have a combinations of mixed dwelling sizes, type of housing, income range and the good conditions of living. If this 
can be achieved internationally the typologies used can be modified to solve Auckland’s housing issue, which can create socially sustainable 
environments which can be served and used for medium to long term occupancy.34 Investigating these typologies will be important to the 
research project as it may address a similar issue that the research question is outlining. 

31  Mark Southcombe, “The City of Privilege,” Architecture Now, accessed September 27, 2019, http://architecturenow.co.nz/articles/the-city-of-privilege/.

32  Southcombe, “ The city of privilege.”

33  Southcombe, “ The city of privilege.”

34  Southcombe, “ The city of privilege.”

Hobson St. flyover development by Ben Ross  

The Hobson Street flyover provides an example of an urban intervention, where a portion of the road is removed and replaced with a 
public square and other public amenity. Ben Ross’s discussion of land ownership strategies could be useful.   
 
In the article Should Auckland Council (and Transport) Sell Off the AT Downtown Car-Park written by urban geographer blogger Ben 
Ross, discusses the current Auckland issue the Hobson flyover. Ross describes three ways that the council might proceed. The first 
option is that a private development company could take over the building, and to keep control, any development would adhere to the 
City Master Plan regulations. The second option is to hold the land and lease the parking building and sell the air rights to a private 
developer, so a public-private partnership could develop. This would abide by the City Master Plan, and the type of development could 
be similar to examples in Japan and Hong Kong, and also locally in the Westfield Manukau Mall does it. The Westfield company own 
the mall, but the carpark land is owned by the council. The third option is that the land and the building are held onto by council, and 
public works would be done by them.35

At present, there hasn’t been any discussion to what exactly is decided the Hobson street flyover. There have been articles talking about 
it that may introduce a bigger cycle way on the bridge. 36

The Japan and Hong Kong examples will not be relevant in this research project as the scale of the Auckland town centres that this 
project is situated, is not the scale of the examples. The integration of the mixed-use development to Hobson Street, which is illustrated 
in figure six and seven, can be useful as it deals with architectural character.

35  Ben Ross, “Should Auckland Council (and Transport) Sell Off the AT Downtown Car-Park,” Talking Southern Auckland, last modified June 7, 2014, https://voakl.net/2014/06/08/should-
auckland-council-and-transport-sell-off-the-at-downtown-car-park/.

36  Matt L, “Should We Have a Hobson St Flyover Cycleway?,” Greater Auckland, last modified October 4, 2015, 

Fig. 22: New housing development in Hobsonville Point, (Image by Patrick Reynolds)

Fig. 23: 8 house perspective photo, (Image by Bjarne Tulinius)

Fig. 24: The Commons in Melbourne, (Image by Andrew Wuttke)

Fig. 25: Nightingale 2 housing project in Melbourne, (Image by Six Degrees 
Architects)

Fig. 26: Artist impression of downtown development 1, (Image by Auckland Council) Fig. 27: Artist impression of downtown development 2, (Image by Auckland Council)
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Balmoral Major ethnic precinct 
Lively Character | Reputation | Future considerations
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Balmoral now serves as a major ethnic precinct in the central isthmus and as a destination for a range of restaurants and takeaways that function during the night, one of the 
few that do so. Other places of food-hospitality (fast-food being the exception) outside the Central business district mostly don’t function at night. The Balmoral shops generate 
a total of $ 22.2 billion dollars in the year of 2013 with approximately 2000 transactions in a day.37 

According to the research by the Auckland Council specifically on the ethnic precinct of the Balmoral centre. The food hospitality occupancy is of a similar size to geographically 
larger sub-regional centres such as Albany, Newmarket and Takapuna. The study shows that the people that is uses the area predominantly people aged 30 and under and that 
the centre is used as destination for food and hospitality.38 The centre displays qualities that are shown in town centres that are much bigger in size as well as those that serve 
a bigger catchment area. 

37  Meares, “ Ethnic Precincts in Auckland.”2.

38  Meares, “ Ethnic Precincts in Auckland.”2.

How the inhabitants want it to develop 

The report over goes interviews with the business owners and occupant users as well, the following will go through some of the different concept and ideas that they want the future 
Balmoral to consider.

In the report, 31 interviews were conducted with current shop owners. Their conclusions highlight three main topics: should the area be given the permanent branding and identity 
of the Chinese culture, should public transportation be favoured or private parking, and how should the relationship between the governing board (the Albert-Eden Local Board) and 
the business community be developed.

Fig. 28: Capitol Cinema street front, (Image Author unknown) Fig. 29: Barilla Dumplings Cuisine, (Image by Barilla Dumplings restaurants) Fig. 30: Streetscape of restaurant strip Fig. 31: Chilli Chicken from Spicy House, 
(Image by Author)

Fig. 32: Assorted Drinks from Chaitime, (Image Author 
unknown)

Fig. 33: Flavour House menu, (Menu by Flavour House, Image taken by Author)
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Chinatown or not?  

There are two main opinions when it comes to branding of the 
town, the first opinion is that because of the high rate of Chinese 
eateries in the vicinity,39 as well as these restaurants being 
established here from the mid-2000s. There should be some sort 
of branding or symbolism that reflects the Chinese culture to 
further attract and reflect the nature of the business owners.

At the time of the interviews, the business owners that were 
Chinese directed their promotions towards the Chinese market, 
where-as non-Chinese promotion was broader. The other side of 
the coin is that the Chinese business owners were opposed to 
making the place into a “Chinatown” and wanted to generalize 
the category by making it into a food destination rather than 
specifically Chinese only. The Albert-Eden Local Board controls 
the wider infrastructure and rulings in the catchment including 
areas further north on Dominion Road and are in support of 
development. Looking into the future the business owners did 
recognise that further investment needs to made in order for the 
economic and popularity of the area to grow. 

Initially business owners were attracted to opening up stores 
in the precinct for similar reasons to those highlighted above, 
as well as with help of the previous Chinese business owners 
providing them support and then following the cycle of providing 
support to the newer Chinese immigrants.40 

This is where the research project intersects with; the impact of 
Chinese symbolism which can be beneficial to the area but the 
opinion of the business owners is that they do not want that. In 
response to this the project will create an amalgamation of these 
opinion: the strategy here is to not isolate the business owner 
to identify with this symbolism as a specific ethnic culture but 
to create a precinct which will cater for the other cultures of the 
broader community. 

39  Meares, “ Ethnic Precincts in Auckland.”3.

40  Meares, “ Ethnic Precincts in Auckland.”5.

Albert-Eden local Board connectivity and development. 

Balmoral is governed by the Albert-Eden Local Board, but 
participants in the interview are not aware that this board existed, 
or what the function of the Board was. 

There is major lack in a relationship between the board and 
the people,41 although this relationship is weak the interviews 
conducted within the report have introduced the Board to the 
business owner and they are aware and more eager to work 
with them and include them in the process of development with 
businesses.42 This connection between the two parties becomes 
important as this will help develop the site in the future whilst 
keeping everyone participating in the outcomes. 

41  Meares, “ Ethnic Precincts in Auckland.”99

42  Meares, “ Ethnic Precincts in Auckland.”4

Fig. 34: Chinese business association awards photo, (Image by Balmoral Chinese 
Business Association)

Fig. 35: Albert/Eden Council building, (Image by Author)
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The road itself has significance along with identifying buildings such 
as the Capitol theatre, now the Capitol Cinema located in the middle 
of Balmoral as a place marker to, being registered now as a heritage 
category two classification, its architecture holds significance to 
the vicinity. The Theatre opened in up in August 1923, named after 
the temple of Jupiter in Rome. One of the first theatres built in 
Auckland’s suburban towns. The Architects for the Theatre were 
Hugh Grierson and Kenneth Aimer, who had also designed the 
Auckland War Memorial Museum. Originally the building could 
accommodate up to 900 people, Ownership has changed several 
times throughout its existence.43

43  “Balmoral Sandringham heritage walks.” 8 – 12.

Capitol Cinema 

The Theatre opened in up in August 1923, named after the 
temple of Jupiter in Rome. 

In 1978 A fire gutted the building, which reduced the size of the 
Theatre into almost half. 

It re-opened 1986 owned by A local businessman name 
Charlie Grey, the theatre was changed to an upmarket 
arthouse cinema, following that it was named the Capitol 
Cinema.

It showcased Bollywood cinema and entertainment until 
its closure in 2008, it now showcases independent movies. 

At present the previous owner (also the owner of the Lido Cinema in Epsom) had sold the business as it got too hard to keep 
running.44Immediately after that it was bought by another person and re-opened a month later, re-branded as “The Capitol”. 45

44   Kristy Wynn, “Curtains Close on Historic Capitol Cinema - Formerly Known as Charley Grays,” NZ Herald, last modified April 17, 2019, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/entertainment/news/article.
cfm?c_id=1501119&objectid=12222120.

45  Facebook, “The Capitol Cinema,” Facebook - Log In or Sign Up, accessed June 6, 2019, https://www.facebook.com/thecapitolnz/.

Fig. 36: Sketch of Temple of Jupiter, (Sketch by Author) Fig. 37: Impression of 1978 Capital Cinema Fire, (Sketch by Author) Fig. 38: Sketch of Charlie Grey’s Theatre, (Sketch by Author) Fig. 39: Sketch of cinema showing Bollywood film, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 40: Sketch of Capitol Cinema (present day), (Sketch by Author)
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Capitol Cinema becomes a focal point to the 
research project, because of the significance 
it holds to the town centre and the constant 
users of the Capitol cinema, therefore the 
research project will respect that. The 
function of the art-house cinema will retain 
whilst using the Capitol Cinema façade as 
the main point of entry for the new design 
iteration.

Fig. 41: Artist impression of Capitol 
Cinema, (Image taken and modified 
by Author)
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This Chapter of the Research project will go through the different theories 
that will break down, and create a foundation to what the design outcome 
will abide by but not be exclusive to.

Vancouver, Canada being a city with contextual properties that are like 
Auckland but densely developed, can offer lessons to Auckland. Vancouver 
is a good predecessor with a highly developed set of guidelines, that have 
improved different aspects to make it a liveable city with the transport, 
culture and density thriving. Melbourne, is a city that Auckland is 
compared to because of the locality and timeline of development in the 
same period. Melbourne has transformed more significantly than Auckland 
to create a better working city, whilst fixing the problematic relationship of 
growth in the transport and density.

Rob Adams a well-known planner and architect who works with the urban 
fabric of Melbourne, re iterates the idea of creating denser built (buildings) 
transportation corridors, including main streets that connect to the lower-
density suburbs. Kim Dovey is a Professor of Architecture and Urban 
Design, and Director of the Informal Urbanism research at Melbourne 
School of Design.46 Dovey discusses the importance of retaining place-
identity in transforming a lower dense suburban environment to a denser 
one, for the resulting urbanity to be successful.  

The profound theory behind what Kim Dovey and Rob Adams advocate is 
well known as Transit orientated development (TOD). The meaning as-well 
as the guidelines of TOD has been described by many urban planners, and 
architects. Peter Calthorpe a pioneer of the TOD theory, outlined in his 
book “The Next American Metropolis”, breaks down the theory, resulting in 
a set of guidelines that express what TOD aims to achieve.47

46  “Professor Kim Dovey,” Melbourne School of Design, last modified Sep-
tember 19, 2018, https://msd.unimelb.edu.au/about/our-people/academic/kim-
dovey.
47  “HDR,” HDR | Calthorpe, accessed September 24, 2019, https://www.
calthorpe.com/peter-calthorpe.

Theories Fig. 42: Block formations sketches, (Sketch by 
Author)
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An Anatomy of Civic Ambition in Vancouver: Toward Humane Density 

The article is about how Vancouver’s low density, single family housing is the dominant way the city has developed, to major urban 
redevelopment with mixed-use high-rise buildings that broke the conventional way of planning in the northern America. Initial principles were 
adopted from Christopher Alexanders theory of Pattern Language.

John Punter, who is a professor of urban design at Cardiff University describes the principles that Vancouver’s vertical city model was intended 
to achieve.

•	 Districts should be close to work, housing must be built in medium to high density, that has a combination of family and social housing. 
The Housing should offer safety and peacefulness, provide views and be close to amenities. 

•	 Functions that facilitate the community, like schools, community centres, leisure facilities, and places that are essential for the community 
like work. 

•	 Streets that extend to the city’s water edge. Design narrow street in the scale for a neighbourhood to reduce parking, create pedestrian/
bicycle streets, and public areas which is landscaped well with an active presence of art and commercial activity 

•	 Range of public park systems that are generously designed. 

•	 Urban form: townhouse and street -wall apartments; slim articulated tower and top; 14 perimeter blocks with green internal courtyards; 
clear gradations of public, semi-public, and private space; underground car parking.

•	 Different types of housing (high density): townhouses, street wall apartments, and etc.; This results in an Urban Form. 

•	 Different elevation treatment through different designers in the same precinct. Create active street fronts in the towers.48

Planners had established a benchmark for the public parks: to a standard of 1.1 hectares (11,000 m2) per thousand people that use the park. 
Concord Pacific were the main developers.49 They were heavily involved into fitting on to the local culture when they were developing, as 
opposed to the stigmatised developer approach to reject and replace the existing way culture. Vancouver’s planning rules can be adopted to 
Auckland’s planning and regulations, the way they carry out their regulations advocates density, as well as advocating variety in the architecture 
they produce.

48  Saunders, Urban Planning Today, 60.
49  Saunders, Urban Planning Today, 60.

Fig. 43: Photo of Vancouver cityscape, (Image 
by David G.  Gordon)
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Rob Adams - Good city, Good street

In this article “Design a good street and you design a good city” Rob Adams discusses the importance of street design in urban contexts.50 Adams is the director of City Design in the Government 
Administration overseeing projects in Melbourne, Australia.51 The city’s urban design has been Adams speciality, in the last 40 years he has studied, and designed different parts that have been carried 
through to realisation. This results in his main belief narrated as “if you design good streets you design a good city”. He discusses the importance we should give to the streetscape, because eighty percent of 
the public realm of a city exists on the street. In his perspective, the character of a city lies within the quality of the street.52

50  “City of Melbourne,” LinkedIn Australia: Log In or Sign Up, accessed September 19, 2019, https://au.linkedin.com/company/city-of-melbourne?trk=public_profile_experience-item_result-card_subtitle-click.

51  “Rob Adams.”21.

52  Urban design group, “Design a good street and you design a good city,” Urban design 125 125 (Winter 2013): 20.

There are two main influences when it comes to shaping a city, the first being the motor vehicle, which informs the design of the road, the need to move vehicles at high speeds as that is the dominant 
aspect of the transportation system. The second is the suburban metropolis and its zoning in all areas, with this zoning often breaking down under the pressure of higher population when cities expand. 
Melbourne is a city that developed during the period when motor vehicles arrived, and it has suffered from a non-interactive centre and insufficient metropolitan area. The city has dealt with this problem 
since the 1980s, city planners have focused on developing a comprehensive strategy, to create a 24-hour modern city with the character of a nineteenth century city.53 Melbourne is now rated as one the 
world’s most liveable cities. This programme introduced 15,000 residential units, a better balance between the car, pedestrian, public transport and bicycle, general improvements in the public amenities 
such as footpaths, trees and street furniture, and programmes that incorporate art, culture and expanded events.54

53  Realdania Debat, “Rob Adams, Director of City Design, City of Melbourne,” YouTube, April 26, 2012, accessed June 12, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jt2HCqQ3F0Q.

54  Urban design group, “Design a good street,” 21-22.

Fig. 44: Photo of Melbourne Street, (Image by City of Melbourne)

Fig. 45: Artist impression of Nicholas Street, Melbourne, (Image Author unknown) Fig. 46: Artist Impression of Riversdale road, Melbourne, (Image Author unknown)
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Kim Dovey - The Character of urban intensification: 

A report on research projects funded by the Australian research council, 2002-2010

Like Auckland, Melbourne is a highly liveable city but is also linked to unsustainable high emissions because of both cities deciding to 
keeping a low-density car oriented suburban model. The question for future planning becomes, how the value of place-identity will be 
protected when developing an Australian city, to advocate sustainability, and resilience for its future? 55 

On one side the supporters of suburbia promote green cars and public transport to save the suburbs and to retain the character, 
Intensification in this instance is seen as a threat to character of the suburbia.

 The other side is opting for transit-oriented development that will bring a high frequency of public transport that will be within walking 
distance.56 Intensification is seen as a threat, but urban place identity and established character is not fixed; the place identity is formed 
over time and can absorb the process intensification as it has done in the past. TOD creates…

•	 Urban amenity increase;

•	 More access and value because of reduced car dependency;

•	 Increasing residential density and land uses within the public transport services.57

55 Kim Dovey and Ian Woodcock, The Character of Urban intensification: A Report on research projects funded by the Australian Research Council, 2002-2010, (Melbourne, Australia: Faculty of 
Architecture, Building & Planning University of Melbourne, n.d), accessed June 16, 2019, http://www.placeresearch.net/pdf/Character_of_Urban_Intensification.pdf, 7.

56  Dovey and Woodcock, “ The Character of Urban intensification.” 42.

57  Dovey and Woodcock, “ The Character of Urban intensification.” 5.

Fig. 47: Store front collage, Melbourne suburb , (Image Author unknown)
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Camberwell 

Camberwell is one of six areas in question for the case study. It is 
a middle ring suburb with a railway station as the neighbourhoods 
primary mode of transportation, and there has been debate over 
protecting it’s changing character. Camberwell’s urban character is 
taken from historical past Victorian and Edwardian Architecture. 
The contradiction in this scenario is that there is a strong 
heritage legislation in place that protects the building within the 
neighbourhood with this.62 The railway sites that are proposed to be 
developed are primarily just excavated carparks that are surrounded 
by four story buildings. Camberwell is a good example of how the 
idea of place-identity is seen in closed minded way and how the 
definition of character is more about the local politics.63

Comparing Camberwell’s situation to Balmoral precinct, is valuable 
to the research project as Balmoral historical European settlement 
has influenced the architectural style of the precinct. For example, 
the Capitol Cinema designed in a Neo-Greek Architectural style. In 
the process of designing the proposed architectural interventions, 
the research project will apply the principle of “place-identity”. 
The Final outcome of the research project will retain the character 
qualities of Capitol Cinema and propose a design outcome which 
can be considered a future model that reflects Auckland’s forecasted 
growth, and withholds the precincts historical character.

62  Dovey and Woodcock, “ The Character of Urban intensification.” 10.

63  Dovey and Woodcock, “ The Character of Urban intensification.” 10 -12.

Place and identity 

Place and identity are taken into consideration in the discourse of transforming a city, when 
talking about the urban character of a city; the issues are about what the habitat and social 
ideologies represent. These ideas become very important and are fundamental to a city’s 
transformation.58

In the first part of the research paper by Kim Dovey breaks the issue down into six 
questions that summarise the investigation of urban character.

“How is urban or neighbourhood character experienced and understood in everyday life?” 
As humans we base our decisions from what we experience, urban or neighbourhood 
character encountered in daily life becomes a part of this experience. 

“How are such experiences of character constructed in public discourse?” The experience 
that is encountered, and translated in our daily communication.  

“What is the relationship of character to urban morphology and built form?” The 
relationship that the character of a built form transforms over time. 

“How do the various forces for change impact upon urban character?” Does the political, 
economic, environmental and social factors affect the urban character. 

“What is the role of architectural and design innovation in the creation of urban character?” 
Does the urban character exemplify new design methods?   

“What is the relationship between character and practices of urban regulation?”59 Most 
cities have a regulatory system in place, does the character of the place conform or has the 
character been informed by the system in place.  

The project proceeded to do case studies on different metropolitan areas in Melbourne, 
chosen with a view to either a problematic absence of character, or a need to protect 
character. The case study discovered these common themes within the character. Urban 
character is associated with the relationship between the social and spatial, to elaborate, 
it is the relationship the built form (spatial) has with the people in the neighbourhood 
(social).60 When describing urban character words such as ‘look’, ‘feel’, ‘atmosphere’ is used 
to describe the experience encountered in everyday life. The concept of urban character has 
a fluid definition and is in constant change because it is composed throughout time. The 
definition itself also acknowledges that different people with different backgrounds will 
understand the concept of urban character in different ways. For example, a lawyer will 
have a different definition of urban character to an architect.61 

58  Dovey and Woodcock, “ The Character of Urban intensification.” 8.

59  Dovey and Woodcock, “ The Character of Urban intensification.” 8.

60  Dovey and Woodcock, “ The Character of Urban intensification.” 9.

61  Dovey and Woodcock, “ The Character of Urban intensification.” 10.
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Fig. 48: Sketch of St Peters Basilica, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 49: Location of case study suburbs in Melbourne, (Image Author unknown)
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Transit Oriented Development (TOD)

In the Book Transit Oriented Development under chapter two, Planning for Transit Oriented Development: Strategic Principles. Peter Newman 
summarises the principal for strategies. 

The five strategic planning tools for TODs are:

1. “A strategic policy framework that asserts where centres need to occur and at what kind of density and mix;”

2. “A strategic policy framework that links centres with a rapid transit base, almost invariably electric rail;”

3. “A statutory planning base that requires development to occur at the necessary density and design in each centre, preferably facilitated 
by a specialized development agency, and”

4. “A public-private funding mechanism that enables the transit and the TOD to be built or refurbished through a linkage between the 
transit and the centres it will service.”

5. “A strategic policy framework that asserts where centres need to occur and at what kind of density.”64

The first tool is to determine a set of rules that construct the planning in the given centre, which will also dictate the density of the site and 
the mix (commercial, civic and housing).65 The majority percentage of the cost in developing a TOD goes to architecture that facilitates social 
activities such as community centres, and public space landscaping, which is developed in partnership with the local community.

64  Carey Curtis, John L. Renne, and Luca Bertolini, Transit Oriented Development: Making it Happen (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing, 2009), 13.

65  Curtis, Renne, and Bertolini, Transit Oriented Development,17.
Fig. 50: Concept of TOD in Oakland, California, USA, (Image by Sean Doyle)
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Peter Calthorpe - The Next American metropolis: 

Ecology, Community and the American Dream 

The book outlines the American metropolis, which contains the sum of the city, its suburbs, and the natural environment. The suburb was 
a typology that became dominant after the world war two era. The city and suburbs relationship coincided with the loss of community, 
human scale, and nature. Contemporary problems such as congestion, pollution, and isolation as well as urban disinvestment and 
economic hardship are now considered to have been caused by these losses.

The concept of transit orientated development is a big factor in how Urban development is approached. TOD principles are similar to 
concepts like The Urban village, Compact communities, and so on, but TOD adds transit development in a regional level, this integration 
provides the missing link. Developing distant sites and dealing primarily with individual communities and neighbourhoods, eliminates 
random growth.66

A pedestrian friendly environment is another key component to the TOD, this becomes an alternative stand-alone vehicle use. The goal 
here is to create a comfortable pedestrian path with the origin and the destination of each trip, a worker to be in walking distance from 
transit to destination and be able to run midday errands within walkable distance. Placements of retail space, parks, day care, civic 
services, and the transit itself closely reinforces walkability. Development created from this can survive without the need for transit but 
not the other way around, because of the low-density environment and sprawling suburbs. Other mixed-use master plans and planned 
unit developments which have similar goals but differ in planning principles and are used to support Calthrope’s arguments.67

The differences are as follows: they are mixed-use but are separate individual developments using major arterial roads and property 
boundaries, which ultimately results in weak pathways and pedestrian connections. Walkways are isolated to greenways and designated 
pathways, and the street is the exclusively used for cars. The street is still the focus in terms of forcing traffic to arterial network roads. 
Cars are given priority in the design of neighbourhoods, and in the design of architecture itself in terms of public and private space.68  

66  Peter Calthorpe, The Next American Metropolis: Ecology, Community, and the American Dream (Princeton Architectural Press, 1993), 64.
67  Calthorpe, The Next American Metropolis, 92.
68  Calthorpe, The Next American Metropolis, 97.

Fig. 51: TOD organisation schematic, (Image by Peter Calthorpe)
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In conclusion, the principles of transit-oriented development are: 

•	 “Organize growth on a regional level to be compact and transit-
supportive; •	 “Place commercial, housing, jobs, parks, and civic uses within walking distance of 

transit stops;”

•	 “Create pedestrian-friendly street network which directly 
connect local destinations;

•	 “Provide a mix of housing types, densities, and costs;

•	 “Preserve sensitive habitat, riparian zones, and high-quality open space; •	 “Make public spaces the focus of building orientation and 
neighborhood activity;

•	 “Encourage infill and redevelopment along transit corridors within existing 
neighbourhoods.” 69

69  Calthorpe, The Next American Metropolis, 64.

Fig. 52: Regional guideline figure, (Image by Author) 

Building proximity guideline figure, (Image by Author)

Fig. 53: Walkability guideline figure, (Image by Author)

Fig. 54: Civic guideline figure, (Image by Author)

Fig. 55: Infill guideline figure, (Image by Author)

Fig. 56: Building focusing on civic guideline figure, (Image by Author)

Fig. 57: Transit guideline figure, (Image by Author)
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In summary of theories appropriate to the project

Rob Adams principle of focusing on the street with dense development around the main transport corridor road, directly applies to 
Dominion Road. The principle is that introducing development within the transport corridor aids in relieving congestion on the street. 
Melbourne’s efforts to reduce their traffic congestion problem through developing the street has been effective. Melbourne has been rated 
one of the most liveable cities and has seen more frequent use in their public transport since their implementation of policies to develop 
densely around its transport corridors. 

-Development should encompass an increase in density

-Balmoral precinct will use the principles outlined by Rob Adams, in densifying the street. 

Kim Dovey brings up a very important point of “place identity”.70 The idea that gets lost when we intensify the urban amenity in any given 
place. The only reason we see intensification as a threat is because of what existed previously (the character): the ambiance is changed 
and sometimes taken away when new buildings arrive. This becomes important, when tackling a precinct with a heritage building, or 
one with a strong sense of history. In the instance of this research project there are two main factors to this, contributing to the idea that 
character gets lost when we intensify the urban amenity in any given place

-The Capitol Cinema, the function and the architecture of the arthouse cinema remains to be iconic to Balmoral, and to take that away 
from the precinct will be to remove a vital piece of the urban character.

-There is also the character of the town itself, the intimacy in scale that has formed due to the sizes of the restaurants, the cramped 
spaces within these food places was something that has been a constraint, but overtime have become essential to the ambience. The 
introduction into the hustle and bustle of the fast-paced city quality is introduced in the precinct. 

These two ideas will be important when visualising and developing the concept for what Balmoral precinct is to transform into the future, 
which will result in the design of the Research Project. The design must reflect on the two ideas and remember not to lose the essence of 
what the Balmoral precinct currently is.

Transit orientated development principles can be taken into consideration when designing and considering the traits the design proposes. 
Peter Calthorpe book called “The Next American metropolis: Ecology, Community and the American Dream”, the breakdown of the TOD 
principles are as follows.

70  Dovey and Woodcock, “ The Character of Urban intensification.” 24.Fig. 58: Initial proposed plan – Balmoral precincts (Image by Author)
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•	 “Organize growth on a regional level to be compact and transit-supportive;

•	 “Place commercial, housing, jobs, parks, and civic uses within walking distance of transit stops;”

•	 “Create pedestrian-friendly street network which directly connect local destinations;

•	 “Provide a mix of housing types, densities, and costs;

•	 “Preserve sensitive habitat, riparian zones, and high-quality open space;

•	 “Make public spaces the focus of building orientation and neighborhood activity;

•	 “Encourage infill and redevelopment along transit corridors within existing neighbourhoods.” 71

These principles will be used against the design, especially principles such as “Create pedestrian-friendly street network which directly connect local destinations.”72 This principle is important to the design 
as the ground connection for the public to the design intervention needs to be fluid in order for it be successful.

71  Calthorpe, The Next American Metropolis, 64.
72  Calthorpe, The Next American Metropolis, 64.
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Design Process
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A. Create new buildings within the existing context, as well as adding and subtracting 
buildings where it may help in adding better pedestrian circulation and provide better 
private and public screening.  

 B. Provide an area for civic space to occur, where the public realm have the freedom to do comfortably use, set up 
activities within, public service activities. 

Site strategy diagrams 
Site strategy map

C. Create a visual or physical connection between the concentrated development within the precinct and Potters park.  

Fig. 59: Balmoral precinct axonometric sketch, (Sketch by Author) 

Guideline sketch A, (Sketch by Author) Fig. 60: Guideline sketch B, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 61: Guideline sketch B, (Sketch by Author)

As proposed in the introduction the area chosen 
to work with will be Balmoral precinct.

The areas that can benefit from a design are 
highlighted
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D. Develop thresholds and connections through introducing Architectural elements between the new and existing buildings, to 
improve the circulation between buildings whilst intertwining functions. 

Site strategy diagrams 

E. Figure out a connection that creates better walkability between the 
four corners of the intersection. 

G. Distinguishing materially and architecture 
that establishes the light rail stop and solidifies 
balmoral precinct as a destination.

H. Retain Architectural character in Balmoral 
precinct, that is historically and culturally 

F. Extend on existing functions in the precinct, that work well and help to benefit economically, whilst retaining the prominent character. 

Fig. 62: Guideline sketch D, (Sketch by Author) Fig. 63: Guideline sketch E, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 64: Guideline sketch F, (Sketch by Author) 

Fig. 65: Guideline sketch G, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 66: Guideline sketch H, (Sketch by Author)
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DOMINION ROAD MOUNT ROSKILL 
BALMORAL  

1st concentration of development 
Mount Roskill is located as observed on the map of Dominion roads 
locality map. in close proximity to the Main primary, intermediate, 
and secondary education.

2nd concentration of 
development 
Balmoral 
On the Intersection of Balmoral 
road and Dominion Road,  

Location map - Dominion Road  
Site Analysis

Pukewīwī/ Puketāpapa/Mount Roskill (Summit)

Greenlane clinical Centre/ASB Showgrounds

Te Tatua-a-Riukiuta/
Big King (Three King

Westfield St Lukes Shopping Mall

Mount Eden Summit 
& Stadium 

Auckland CBD

Fig. 67: Dominion road density analysis, (Image by Google maps, modified by Author)



Location map - Balmoral Precinct 
         Transport routes 
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Fig. 68: Transport routes in Balmoral 
precinct, (Image by Author)74 75



Activity map - Interaction at 
ground level

Interaction shown on floor plan Balmoral Precinct map 
at ground level 

Fig. 69: Transport routes 
in Balmoral precinct, 
(Image by Author)
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Balmoral Precinct Amenities map

On the Intersection of Balmoral road and Dominion Road, towards the southern 
side of the intersection, there is a cluster of development, this following map will 
go through the different types of functions there are in the catchments area of  
45,000 m2.W

The catchment area is kept to a distance of 150 meters from the street as 
walkability to the proposed buildings is an important consideration, therefore 
analysing that area is appropriate.

From the observation, the 3 highest functions are restaurants, residential and 
commercial occupancy. Lacking in terms of numbers for rentable floor space is 
the integration of these three functions. The residential function is private so 
integration isn’t required as that sacrifices the publicity of a space. The project will 
aim to create a better relationship in integrating these functions.

500 m 

30
0 

m
 

15
0 

m
 

Balmoral occupancy graph 

Amount of occupancyFig. 70: Function analysis, (Image by Author) Fig. 71: Balmoral occupancy graph (Image by Author)78 79



Site Photos 

Fig. 72: New installation at Potters Park, showing the average user, 
(Photo by Author)

Fig. 73: Potters park – planter box with cased in Corten steel, (Photo by Author)

Fig. 74: Full view 
of Potters park, 
(Photo by Author)

Fig. 75: Canopy to junction detail of Capitol Cinema facade, (Photo by Author) Fig. 76: User perspective from Dominion road/Balmoral road Intersection, (Photo 
by Author)

Fig. 77: Corten steel detail of planter box at Potters park (Photo by Author)
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The multi functional Theatre will 
act as extension to the Capitol 
Cinema, creating a function 
that will retain what is already 
existing. The purpose of The 
theatre will be to introduce a 
new function that can bring a 
new demographic of people. but 
not be completely foreign to site 

Around the ground floor and the 
upper floors there will be a range 
of food hospitality tenancies 

A civic space will be created to 
create a congregation space that 
is the missing link in the precinct 
that makes it a destination, this 
also create an area for the public 
to set up events such as markets. 

A dining space will 
be provided within 
the scheme at some 
point that encompass 
or is close to the food 
hospitality places. To 
provide a place to eat, 
as there is none at 
present  

The Capitol Cinema is recoginised 
as a Heritage ll building, The 
research project is going to 
respect this classification as the 
Capitol Cinema is  a strong Place 
Marker for the Balmoral Precinct. 

The Bridge will at some point 
intersect the top floor of the 
Capitol Cinema, to activate the 
Capitol Cinema, and create 
a public element that brings 
attention to the Cinema. 

As the Facade of the Capitol 
Cinema is retained, the bottom 
Ground floor treatment will be 
changed to reflect Transparency, 
as this becomes a focal point to 
the overall scheme. 

Transformation 
of the facade is 
required as the 
facade has been 
changed dramatically 
over time. 

Fig. 78: Initial concept section of 
design ideas, (Image by Author)

Fig. 79: Capitol Cinema facade redesign 
concept, (Image by Author)
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New York | High line 

The New York skyline is a good example of adaptive re-
use, being the old West side Manhattan Train line. The 
tracks have been re-used as a public walk way through 
part of the city re-fitted with greenery and different 
types of pavement that gradually change over the journey 
through the high line; moments of sitting standing and 
viewing platforms are also included. There is also parts of 
the old track retained.73

What can be beneficial to this research project is the 
major re-use of the high line, the project is attempting 
to re-use the capitol cinema building and introducing a 
public function within it, but importantly retaining the 
quality of the space.

73 ArchDaily, “The New York High Line Officially Open,” 
ArchDaily, last modified June 9, 2009, https://www.archdaily.
com/24362/the-new-york-high-line-officially-open.

Yagan Square | Lyons Architects

Located in the city of Perth, Australia designed by 
Lyons Architect with Iredale Pedersen Hook architects. 
The Square introduces a multitude of functions (civic 
space, performance venue, a flora reserve, a fresh food 
market, art destination, a watercourse play-scape, a 
digital animation venue and an indigenous education/
visitor information centre). 

The building is an attempt to create a connection 
between Perth CBD and the Northbridge area 
with design of the meeting place, marketplace, the 
playground. The site itself contains a living history, 
culture, with integrated design. The design embodies 
the character of the city which inscribes the current 
rail yards, the tracks of the historic horseshoe bridge 
and strengthens the connection between the land 
and its indigenous people.75 This is a good example 
of how the idea of place-identity is integrated within 
the architecture to create a successful outcome that 
benefits all parties involved. 

75  ArchDaily, “Yagan Square / Lyons Architects + 
Iredale Pedersen Hook Architects + ASPECT Studios,” 
ArchDaily, last modified July 4, 2018, https://www.arch-
daily.com/897487/yagan-square-lyons-architects-plus-ire-
dale-pedersen-hook-architects-plus-aspect-studios#.

Brentwood Intersection | Burnaby, Canada

Brentwood a suburb that is located next to Vancouver, has 
similar contextual conditions as Dominion Road. Located 
in a low-density suburb with amenity concentration in the 
intersection, the difference is that Brentwood has a Main 
train line that connects its neighbouring cities.

Brentwood town-centre mall has been set for re 
development that doubles the existing mall in size and 
introduces 4,500,000 square feet of high-rise residential 
space in development.76

In the intersection of British Columbia Highway seven and 
Willington Ave, there are two main modes of transport the 
Metro-train and private/public vehicles. the Metro-train is 
set above the main street in an overpass though.77

The example of Brentwood although a good example of 
high-density development, along with variety of amenities. 
Is an example that Dominion Road will not be able to 
handle, as Canadian cites have been more accustomed 
to higher density from an earlier stage unlike Auckland. 
Auckland has just been through this development in 
the past 10 years, realising our problematic style of 
developing across rather than going high. In Summary if 
the Research project were to propose something in the 
scale of the Brentwood development it would become an 
over scaled addition to the fabric of Balmoral precinct, and 
follow with negative effects.

76  Metro Vancouver, “Brentwood Town Centre to See 
AMAZING Transformation ? The Amazing Brentwood,” RE-
TAIL INSIDER, last modified January 19, 2016, https://www.
retail-insider.com/retail-insider/2016/1/brentwood.
77  Metro Vancouver, “ Brentwood Town Centre.”

MXT Studio | Ponte Segunda Circular 
Bridge 

Frank Gehry | BP Pedestrian Bridge 
Design Informants 

MVRDV | GWANGJU FOLLY

•	 960 m2 permanent intervention;

•	 The project is in an area of Gwangju, in South Korea;

•	 In the proximity of an Elementary School, Office buildings and 
eateries.74

74  MVRDV, “Gwangju Folly,” MVRDV - HOME, accessed Septem-
ber 4, 2019, https://www.mvrdv.nl/projects/300/gwangju-folly.

Fig. 80: High line image 1, (Image by Iwan Baan)

Fig. 81: High line image 2, (Image by Iwan Baan)

Fig. 82: High line image 3, (Image by Iwan Baan)

Fig. 83: Gwangju folly image 1, (Image by MVRDV)

Fig. 85: Gwangju folly image 3, (Image by MVRDV)

Fig. 84: Gwangju folly image 2, (Image by MVRDV) 

Fig. 86: Yagan square image 1, (Image by Peter Bennetts)

Fig. 87: Yagan square image 2, 
(Image by Peter Bennetts)

Fig. 88: BP Pedestrian Bridge image 1, (Image by Peter 
Barreras)

Fig. 89: BP Pedestrian Bridge image 2, (Image by Peter Barreras)
Fig. 90: Ponte Segunda Circular Bridge image 1, 
(Image by Joao Morgado)

Fig. 91: Ponte Segunda Circular Bridge image 2, (Image by Joao Morgado)

Fig. 92: ¬Brentwood intersection location map, (Image by 
Google maps, modified by Author)

Fig. 93: Brentwood intersection complex 1, (Image Author unknown) Fig. 94: Brentwood intersection complex 2, (Image Author unknown)
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SCALE - 1:50 SCALE - 1:50Fig. 95: Balmoral precinct typical floor plan – Ground restaurant (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 96: Balmoral precinct typical floor plan – First Level restaurant (Sketch by Author)
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SCALE - 1:50 SCALE - 1:50

Fig. 97: Balmoral precinct typical floor plan – Ground Level Restaurant type two (Sketch by Author)
Fig. 98: Balmoral precinct typical floor plan – First Level Housing type two (Sketch by Author)
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Fig. 99: Balmoral precinct typical floor plan – Typical ground shop to shop plan (Sketch by Author)
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Sound from car, bus, 
and Light-rail

Sound from car, bus, 
and Light-rail

Transparent 
material 
to create 
a frame 

for Capitol 
Cinema  

200

Thick Support & 
drainage 

6 meter clearance for Light-rail  

Prop. Light-Rail 

Weather controlled louvers 

Bridge Exploration 

The bridge is created to connect the both sides of Dominion Road, 
continuing to the developed buildings that will have an extension of the 
existing amenities. 

Fresh food stores;

Restaurants (ranging from fast-food, fine dining, Ethnic food,)

Market area to set up permanent and temporary stalls.

The Bridge encompasses these functions then follows through, passing the 
road and connecting to Potters Park, providing a walkable path free off 
vehicular transport traveling high speeds.

Multi-functional Theatre

As the project is choosing to keep 
the heritage value and the function 
of the Capitol Cinema, the project 
will be creating a multi-functional 
theatre extending on the exiting 
function. Creating a bigger space 
for events, performance (local to 
mid-scale), Practice spaces for 
performance and hiring spaces for 
things to do with entertainment.  

This shows the bridge 
extending from the Capitol 
cinema building to the 
proposed multi-function 
theatre which will have a 
stage and back-stage service 
space, creating a clear 
connection between the two.  
Capitol Cinemas function 
will remain as the project 
will retain the character of 
the building, as well as the 
function.  

The bridge starts at the 
street from the other side 
connecting across the 
Capitol Cinema, providing 
an entrance to the cinema 
from the Bridge and then 
continuing on the multi-
functional Theatre.

Fig. 100: Initial sketch of bridge to 
multipurpose theatre, (Sketch by 
Author)

Fig. 101: Initial section connection – bridge to Capitol 
Cinema, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 102: Initial concept 
section, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 103: Ergonomic sketch, (Sketch by Author)
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Design Iteration 1

5

3 2

4
1

1

Capitol cinema Threshold

At this point, the Bridge will make a connection to the 
Capitol Cinema providing access to the top level of 
the Capitol and its lobby space. This access provides 
a double access to the Capitol Cinema therefore 
increasing the accessibility and visual connection to the 
Cinema.

Ground lobby Threshold 

At this point the route comes to 
a junction between the entrance 
bridge.  the complex, and also to 
the civic space, which is another 
major threshold. The success 
of designing the ground lobby 
threshold results directly to the 
success of the public realm and 
its usability. 

Fig. 104: Axonometric of design iteration 1, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 105: Sectional overview perspective of pedestrian bridge, (Sketch by Author)
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2 
The integration of the Capitol Cinema entrance/
threshold of the design creates a positive impact 
economically and makes the main point of entry 
the Capitol Cinema itself. The pathway is created 
to emphasizes the façade, the function of the 
Cinema (Art-house Theatre), and create a point of 
entry to the design that can integrate the heritage 
element and the proposed functions (multi-
function theatre, civic space, food hospitality 
shops). 

3 
The multi-functional theatre contains 

•	 Facility to provide for 100 – 200-person 
capacity

•	 Performing spaces 

•	 Multi-purpose spaces.

•	 Toilets and service facilities 

4 
Food hospitality buildings are loosely 
arranged around the ramp system and 
multi-functional theatre. As the ramp is 
not fully resolved the arrangement of the 
restaurants will change depending on how 
the ramp is integrated into the plan.  

5 
Lobby space created at the upper level, where there is lobby area that splits off into the 
theatre, a bridge to Potters Park, and the food hospitality shops. As an intersection, this 
creates an area where people are going to interact: people will be coming from different 
functions of the design as well as general public users of the bridge. 

The problem that the ramp creates is the fact that it is long, the main question the 
design deals with is: will the public use the ramp to cross the main road and go through 
the proposed complex? The ramp becomes problematic as the space required to create a 
comfortable slope that can be accessed by all requires a continuous length of 72 meters.

The issue of getting people off the street is still unresolved in this iteration as people are 
more likely to use the existing walkways as opposed to the proposed walkways through 
the design as the journey becomes longer than existing walkways.

The objective of the walkway is to create a safe path free of obstruction but because of 
the longer time taken to traverse it - the walkway becomes an option that might get little 
use.
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Fig. 106: Design iteration 1 floor plan, 
(Sketch by Author)

Fig. 107: Design iteration 1 
floor plan, (Sketch by Author)
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Design Iteration 2

Extend existing Food 
places on the back to 
extend to the proposed 
civic spaces 

Remove bridge 
from street, as it 
is unnecessary  

Fig. 108: Light-rail circulation, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 109: Design iteration 2 floorplan sketch, (Sketch 
by Author)
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Design Iteration 2

Closure of Wiremu Street

The Project will propose a closure of 
Wiremu Street, which is directly opposite 
the Capitol Cinema. This allows both sides 
of the street to have a visual connection 
where people are able to freely occupy a 
public space without the obstruction of 
cars. Along with closure, the stores will be 
extended on the western side to cover this 
new paved section. It will include a shelter, 
seating and tables to create a civic space 
that can be used for dining to supplement 
useable space for the high amount of food 
hospitality in the precinct. Simplification of Ramp

The Ramp in this iteration is simplified to a single pathway 
that carries through to Potters Park. 

Capitol Cinema Façade, through the 7-meter clearway on 
the northern side of the Façade, where currently there are 
apartments that have been built established as an extension 
whilst the Capitol Cinema Theatre was reduced to half (when 
this occurred is not known). For this research project these 
apartments will be removed, as well as the Clip and Climb 
Climbing wall that is currently the tenant at the back of 
the building as the removal of it creates walkability to the 
proposed complex and ramp. The important and significant 
part of the Capitol Cinema building which is that the façade 
and the art-house cinema is retained. The multi-functional 
theatre is moved further to the southern side, to keep the 
path free of obstruction to create a successful threshold at 
that point. 

Proposed 
buildings 

-This further clears turning traffic 
- makes a civic space within Existing 

WIREMU STREET 

Pedestrian 
pathways 
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Fig. 110: Artist impression – precinct to Potters park 
connection, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 111: Walkway from 
street to complex, (Sketch 
by Author)

Fig. 112: Capitol Cinema facade proportions, (Sketch by 
Author)

Fig. 113: Capitol Cinema facade proportions, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 114: First level Capitol Cinema floor plan, (Sketch by Author)
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Design Iteration 2

The closure of Wiremu Street, creates a 
positive impact in the precinct. The car 
traffic is stopped from turning into the 
street from Dominion Road, but access is 
available from Volcanic street & Halesowen 
Street. 

Capitol Cinemas northern section walkway 
create a wide enough pathway for people 
waking, biking scootering and disable 
access. In the previous iteration there 
were two accesses too the Capitol Cinema, 
although the top access is lost, the ground 
level become prominent in this iteration. 
as it is parallel to the 7-meter Public 
walkway. 

As the Ramp is now simplified, the food 
hospitality tenancies encompass an area 
of 900 m2 that is public space. This area 
becomes to vast, and no longer relates 
to the intimacy of the precincts built 
scale, this becomes an important factor 
in the success of the design because, 
the introduction of a public arena that 
is too big will not humanize with its 
built environment and end up being 
unsuccessful.

The Ramp issue becomes resolved 
in this iteration but creates other 
problematic areas of the plan. Such 
as the civic space being too wide, 
and not intimate enough for the 
context, the forecasted density for 
the precinct doesn’t fit the size of 
the proposed civic space. In this 
design iteration the elements (the 
ramp, the ground connection and 
the proposed buildings) have a weak 
connection. The ramp is creating an 
architectural element that signifies 
the design, but at present has a 
segmented relationship with the 
ground and proposed buildings. The 
next iteration will aim to resolve this 
connection between the three design 
elements.
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Fig. 115: Design iteration 2 floor plan, 
(Sketch by Author)

Fig. 116: Conceptual sketch 
of overall plan and section of 
design iteration 2, (Sketch by 
Author)
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Design Iteration 3

Connecting Roofs 

A continuous architectural element is needed to create a cohesive 
scheme overall, as the buildings are spread out throughout the 
precinct. From Wiremu Street up until the back of the Capitol 
Cinema. A roof that has a continuous relationship with all the 
building forms throughout the intended circulation creates 
Cohesiveness, and will link the different architectural elements 
within the design. The roof connects visually and physically at 
certain points of the scheme.

Ramp Width

Along with the continuous roof, the ramp has been widened. The width of 
the ramp proposed is now intertwined with the laneway created which is 
ranges between 10 to 15 meters. Existing food places on dominion road 
that have the back side of the building facing the laneway are now double 
ended parallel to the multi-functional theatre with the public laneway 
in the middle. The Proposed laneway is a civic space and walkway, with 
covered areas at set intervals.

CIVIC SPACE 

RAMP/
LANEWAY

WIREMU STREET 

WIREMU 
STREET 

D
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 R
O

A
D

 

DOMINION 
ROAD 

The Capitol Cinema 

Lobby area 
The Capitol Cinema 

Li
gh

t-
ra

il 

Walkway 

Covered civic space 

Capitol Cinema 

Covered stop 
roof 

The Covered civic spaces create an 
area which is safe from Auckland’s 
Temperamental climate, this ensures 
its usability throughout the seasons of 
the year. 

Covered Light-rail stop roof; The Capitol Cinema 
will have a proposed 
extension from the 
existing middle roof 
that will connect it to 
the proposed roofs in 
the scheme.

The covered civic spaces at 
certain intervals are covered 
and have planted trees and 
greenery to further connect 
it with Potters Park, as well 
as creating ecological system, 
and natural shade form large-
sized trees.

Fig. 117: Design iteration 3 initial 
sketch, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 118: Artist impression of courtyard 
design, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 119: Street relationship section between 
shops, tram stop and Capitol Cinema, (Sketch 
by Author)
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DOMINION ROAD  

From the previous iteration the civic space 
adjacent to Wiremu Street is now covered with a 
roof that is cohesive and continuous through the 
scheme: visually connected through the 7-meter 
walkway, in the market space, and the proposed 
multi-functional theatre/food places.

For the light-rail to safely drop and pick up 
passengers the road is now raised up, with a 
gradual hump at both ends shown. This creates 
a safe way for the passengers to come of the 
light-rail carriage. Iteration 1 had a bridge from 
Wiremu Street to the proposed design at the 
eastern side of the Capitol Cinema, the bridge was 
removed because it became unnecessary for a 
person to travel up then across the street to the 
proposed design location, this journey became too 
long as a person can just cross the street. Which 
would be quicker but be the logical thing to do, 
therefore, the road is now shared space. 

The Ramp is now widened and acts as the main 
access way to the proposed buildings and Potters 
Park. At 10 to 18 meter intervals there are flat 
squares that are around 60 m2, which act as the 
civic squares to congregate. The squares created 
also act as a landing for the ramp, as it is a 
continuous length of 65 meters.

There is now a proposed park and ride carpark 
underneath the ramp that has total area of 893 
m2. That is equivalent to 63 carparks. This amount 
may increase to accommodate for more carparks. 
The access of this Carpark is through the back end 
of the multi-functional Theatre. Carparks for the 
proposed buildings is also provided within this 
facility. 

Design Iteration 3

The Capitol Cinema 

Extended food places 
from existing places 
on Dominion road 

Civic area 

10
- 1

5 
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Fig. 120: Design iteration 3 floor 
plan, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 121: Design iteration 3 
axonometric, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 122: Design iteration 3 section through proposed 
complex, (Sketch by Author)
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Translation of Ramp
Changing the function of the ramp 

The Ramp whilst fixing the problem of walkability in the precinct by 
connecting the developed side to Potters park, creates the problem within 
the ramp of access to the different tenancies and to how it connects at 
different levels rather on a single level. This becomes a major problem as 
creating the ramp to connect to Potters Park has proved to be problematic, 
so it will have to be disregarded, and the connection to Potters ark will 
have to be explored differently.

The function of the ramp doesn’t outweigh the construction and usability 
design function that the research project is trying to achieve. So the 
connection to potters park will be looked at differently.

The problem the ramp creates in this 
instance is that each food tenancy has 
different leveled access and within 
the single tenancy there is staggered 
entry. This becomes an issue because 
the main threshold into the food place 
which determines its initial impression, 
becomes too difficult. Resulting in 
creating bad design for the food places. 

The pre-conception that people must be circulated to elevated level in 
order to be out of the way of cars, to achieve walkability in the iterations 
have been unsuccessful so far. It is quite apparent in order for either the 
cars or people to have full access to an area such as the street or any given 
space without obstruction, both must go in different places. The ramp will 
now try to employ cars, and illustrate how circulation can occur if cars 
were removed from the main activity centre of the Balmoral precinct on 
Dominion road.  

The design is going to explore how the activity centre of Balmoral precinct 
can go about blocking it off to private vehicular transport and only allow: 

•	 public transport (bus services, the proposed light-rail service) and;

•	 service vehicles with restricted timing.

Slow Zone 
Slow Zone 

Car bridge concepts 

This concept introduces a slow zone with restricted access of cars, to 
only service vehicles allowed within the slow zone within early and late 
hours, and the exception of emergency vehicles. This means no cars 
are allowed within the area highlighted, this reduces the obstruction 
of cars and creates free walkability in between the existing and prosed 
complex.

This concept introduces an over bridge of any sort that diverts 
in any direction, the car traffic only to an upper bridge that 
take the cars away from the precinct but keeps the flow of 
traffic on dominion road. The light rail in both these concepts 
remain on the ground and stop on the slow zone.

Fig. 123: Ramp problem elevation sketch, 
(Sketch by Author)

Fig. 124: Interior ramp to restaurant connection 
problem sketch, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 125: Interior ramp to restaurant 
connection problem sketch, (Sketch 
by Author)

Fig. 126: Car bridge concept 1, (Sketch by Author) Fig. 127: Car bridge concept 2, (Sketch by Author)
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Food 
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Food 
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Ramp to bottom 
Carpark 

Final design - complex design 

Pathway activation 

The Apartment area that is 7 meters in length 
will be transformed on ground level to smaller 
food places to create an active pathway as well 
as the opposite the food places with changed and 
multiple orientation. 

A park and ride system are still proposed 
underneath the ramp that has a total area of 
893 m2, that is equivalent to 63 carparks.

The bridge concept over the precinct, although catering for the car traffic diverting away from the activity, creates other implications such as the structural 
components to it will require major transformation to the ground conditions of the precinct, creates a shadow over the road where the activity occurs that results 
in neglected darker spaces, and changes the aesthetic and architecture of the precinct by making the bridge the focus and not the architecture that encompasses the 
people.

Fig. 128: Final complex design plan, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 129: Design with Car bridge, (Sketch by 
Author)
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DOMINION ROAD  

Final design outcome

The bridge has proved in all 
iterations, even when translated 
to cars to unsuccessful, therefore 
it will be taken away and in the 
highlight zone in the activity 
centre there will only be light rail 
access for the stop, and restricted 
service vehicle access.

Housing can also be considered in the future of the Balmoral 
precinct in the area highlighted, as the ides of the project is to 
advocate mixed density. A housing scheme would further strengthen 
the precinct usability for the future. As the Research project 
focuses on the public realm of the design. The housing scheme is 
suggested but has not been investigated thoroughly. But will require 
integration with the park and ride facility, and access into the 
coving civic space by the proposed complex. 

Fig. 130: Final design outcome plan, (Sketch by Author)
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Design outcome drawings

The Park and ride 
function further 
strengthens the precinct 
as a destination, as it 
can be used for multiple 
traveling requirements 

A ramp that takes you 
from street level to 
the complex, which is 
elevated 1 meter. 

The slow as previously 
mentioned will only 
allow the light-rail 
system, and restricted car 
access 

Road will have gradual 
ramp for the restricted 
car, and people on it so 
that it distinguishes a 
difference between road 
(car) and pedestrian. 

Light-Rail stop 
with covered 
area

Key

Car flow
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Fig. 131: Final design section – 
connection from street to complex, 
(Sketch by Author)

Fig. 132: Street long street 
section, (Sketch by Author)

Fig. 133: Proposed circulation map, 
(Sketch by Author)
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Fig. 134: Dominion Road Approach Perspective, (Drawing by Author) Fig. 135: Proposed Courtyard design of complex (Drawing by Author)
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Fig. 136: Slow Zone Dominion Road Perspective, (Drawing by Author)

FINAL DEISGN OUTCOME 
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Entrance view 

Courtyard view 
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Street Elevation 
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Ground Level Axonometric 

Section B-B    
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The aim of this project is to create a good pedestrian flow modifying the existing conditions of the Balmoral precinct. Balmoral Precinct has 
an existing character, both in its physical form and in its ambience. Pedestrian flow has been an issue that will become less problematic, 
because of Dominion Road proposed changes to come. The light rail system will bring another mode of transport to Dominion Road, whilst 
bringing in an increased amount of activity to the precinct due to Auckland forecasted population increase. For the Balmoral precinct to 
cater for this growth and progress economically whilst retaining the existing character of Dominion Road, an architectural intervention that 
responds to these criteria is important for the betterment of the precinct and its continued success.

The Transit Orientated Development theory has been used widely around the world and applies heavily to this research project. The 
qualities of an existing place is important when intensifying the area, the theory of Place-Identity is another concept that is researched 
when intensifying the Balmoral precinct to retain its character. The structure of the explanatory document particularly in terms of the 
discussion of precedent and literature studies is organised in a way that reflects the iterative design process undertaken to reach the design 
outcome. The goal is to create architecture that integrates with the proposed public transport, whilst accommodating public and private 
amenities. Through the design process of testing elements such as the pedestrian bridges and ramps has proved that the Balmoral precinct 
has to restrict its access to cars. The result of this has created a precinct that retains the good qualities whilst creating more amenities and 
extensions of historical functions within the precinct like the Capitol Cinema and the ethnic food destinations. The walkability within the 
site has been changed to be successful for future growth, and this has been shown through the elimination process of creating other ways 
for the public to occupy and use the space, resulting in the closure of the precinct to cars, which has been biggest limitation in the project.

The final result offers Auckland a design and methodology that can be adopted to existing precincts in the suburban scale to encourage 
density and mixed-use typologies. The design of the research project offers improvement in the travel connections within the precinct 
whilst increasing the walkability, which results in a quality public realm that retains the existing character of Balmoral precinct. 

Design conclusion  

Section B-B - connection to Street 
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Fig. 1: Collage of Balmoral precinct, (Image modified by Author)

Fig. 2: Dominion Road Street, (Image Author unknown) https://www.resolvegroup.co.nz/dominion-rd-bottom-up-cost-estimating-to-
test-robustness/

Fig. 3: Dominion Road plan, (Image by Author)

Fig. 4: Potters park, (Image by Author)

Fig. 5: Auckland Transport 2026 schematic, (Image by Auckland Council) https://ourauckland.aucklandcouncil.govt.
nz/articles/news/2016/04/rapid-transit-network-means-better-travel-for-aucklanders/?fbclid=IwAR06-qC0wo_
aUP9Sy0XTvhTxTC8OR7Gq75NNEL5gL4y6vehrVktWpEE7NdU

Fig. 6: Historical tram line, (Image Author unknown) https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Looking-south-down-Dominion-Road-from-
Balmoral-Road-corner-1920s_fig4_299902832

Fig. 7: Initial concept sketch, (Image by Author)

Fig. 8: Site location plan of 8 house complex, (Image modified by Author)

Fig. 9: Connecting ramp at 8 house, (Image by Bjarke Ingels Group) https://big.dk/?fbclid=IwAR1EKy_IwZ2WF1Xgjwf-
FjU1dGJRIvJXkQW4UiFfN1BKaYJTr_yTPD9enAo#projects-8
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